
February House Blend is our flagship blend of seasonal coffees, designed to emphasize

sweetness and balance in the cup. Versatile and approachable, this blend makes a creamy

and sweet espresso that works great with or without milk, as well as a wonderful chocolatey

filter coffee option.

 

The components of this blend will change often with respect to seasonality, but the flavour

profile will remain consistent. Currently, February House is comprised of Venteños, a washed

coffee from Nariño, Colombia and El Puente, a natural processed coffee from Huila,

Colombia. Look for a sweet and balanced cup, with flavours of cherry, peach and fudge.

 

Fun fact, ‘February House’ was nearly the name of our entire company, not just this blend. It

seems extra fitting now that we chose Amethyst back then, because ‘February House’ feels

right for this coffee. ‘House blend’ is a term we all hear often, and even though speciality

coffee has recently moved toward more single origin-focused offering lists, there’s always

room for an intentional and well-balanced blend. We believe that all coffee should be

enjoyed however you want to enjoy it, and this blend is versatile and drinkable, much like the

feeling of a lived-in home. Inspired by the book by Sherill Tippins and the musical by Gabriel

Kahane, the idea of ‘home’ is something that we talk about a lot at Amethyst. What does a

‘chosen family’ look like? Can you all live in one house, under one roof? How comfortable do

you really want to be? Do you want your home to be full of people who support you but also

challenge you? Well, we do.

 

'February' has always been at the heart of Amethyst. We are named for our founder's father,

he was born in February (Amethyst is the February birthstone), and serendipitously ended up

opening on his birthday, February 18th 2015. When it came time to name this blend, 'February

House' was a quick choice. 

 

Currently - 75% Colombia Ventenos / 25% Colombia El Puente

 

Transparency - We bought the Colombia Venteños from our friends at 575 Cafe. We

purchased 38 bags for $3.50 per pound, and cupped it at an 85. The Colombia El Puente was

bought from Ally Coffee, where we purchased 6 bags at $4.55 per pound, and cupped it at an

86.5. 

 

 

February House
Colombia

Coffee Specifications:
Region: Colombia

Producer: Various

Process: Washed + Natural

Variety:  Mixed

Altitude: 1600 - 2100m

 

Tasting Notes:
Chocolate, Cherry,

Peach, Fudge

 


